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Essence of SmallCap Portfolio
Capture Transitional growth from small to mid/large cap
Reap the budding jewels
Capture unique/niche business opportunities which have little
correlation to markets
Diversify risk through wide spectrum of stocks (uncorrelated)
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Portfolio Construction Approach
Bottoms up Valuation driven approach for stock selection

Focus on identifying businesses which have scalability

Seeking Stocks that have opportunity of re-rating to deliver
superior returns over longer term
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Three-way Test for Stock selection
Management
Pedigree

Rerating
potential
08-10-2021

Newness
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Three-way Test for Stock selection
Management Pedigree
Looking for Entrepreneurs, avoid Caretakers

Newness
Next generation, Change in management, New technology, Opportunity in adversity,
adaptability

Rerating potential
Multiple expansion, Journey from Small to Mid & Large Cap
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Portfolio Maintenance

Constant monitoring of recommendation by research analysts to
ensure portfolio’s health

Regular rebalancing if business model does not scale up or any
other factors deteriorate
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Current Portfolio
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SmallCap Portfolio
Sector wise
Allocation (%)
SmallCap Portfolio
Market Cap wise
Large Cap
Mid cap
Small Cap
Cash

0%
0%
81%
19%

SmallCap Portfolio
Performance
Last 3 months
Last 6 months
Last 1 year
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30.03%
83.33%
121.60%
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SmallCap - Stocks Investment Rationale
Stovekraft Ltd. (Allocation 10%)
Co. manufactures cooking appliances under Pigeon and Gilma brands. It also has an exclusive licensing agreement
with Black & Decker for manufacturing of appliances in the premium category
Transformed from a single brand LPG stove manufacturing company to become one of India’s leading manufacturers of kitchen appliances
Multi-brand approach to capture the entire value chain
in-house component manufacturing capabilities for its products (85-90% products). This reduces its dependence
on third party suppliers and OEMs and improves operating efﬁciencies
Industry tailwinds: Tier-II and Tier-III cities will be the next growth drivers aided by greater purchasing power of
young population aided by high disposable-income
Strong ﬁnancial performance shown in FY21 with 28% growth in top-line with EBITDA margins improving to
13% from 5% in FY20
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SmallCap - Stocks Investment Rationale
IndoCount Industries Ltd.
(Allocation 7%)
Demand Improvement in the United States to
aid Revenue Growth
Co has established relationships with top retailers in US like Walmart, Target, Bed Bath &
Beyond and JC Penney
Capital Expenditure Plans to Increase Revenue~20% increase in bed linen capacity from 90
million meters to 108 million metres by
debottlenecking and balancing its facilities for a
total capex of Rs. 200 crores
Beneﬁciary of China Plus One Strategy- US has
banned the cotton imports from China’s Xinjiang
region (contributing +80% of Chinese cotton
production)
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Prince Pipes & Fittings
(Allocation 7%)
Strong brands in the pipes and ﬁttings segment
Comprehensive product portfolio serving
diverse end-use applications
Partnership with Lubrizol will bolster CPVC
pipes business- amongst the only two
companies using the Flowguard brand
Beneﬁciary of demand shift to organized players
Healthy rural & semi-urban demand to provide
impetus to growth
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SmallCap - Stocks Investment Rationale
KPIT Technologies
(Allocation 7%)
The role of electronics and of software will increase in vehicles.
Software is required in CASE – Connectivity,
Autonomous driving, Shared Mobility and Electroniﬁcation. KPIT serves all these areas.
12 out of the 15 top automotive OEMs are
customers. Top 25 (T25) clients account for
~85% of its revenue

Balrampur Chini Mills Ltd.
(Allocation 5%)
Second largest integrated sugar producer in
India. It has capacity to crush 76,500 TPD of
sugarcane, surplus power capacity of 168.7
MW and distillery of 520 KLPD
Improvement in Sugar recovery rates from 9.8%
in FY15 to 11.4% in FY20 . Higher recovery rates
means considerably lower cost of production
New distillery to aid earnings. Post expansion the
company will be capable of producing ~ 10 crore
litres of ethanol pa
Ethanol segment’s revenue contribution in the
overall revenue mix shall increase to 30% and
above in next few years
Rise in sugar prices in international market
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SmallCap - Stocks Investment Rationale
DFM Foods
(Allocation 5%)
Extensive product portfolio- “Crax”, “Curls”,
“Natkhat” and “Fritts” (65% market share)
Increased consumption of snacks and packaged
foods
New leadership and new strategy will drive
future growth
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Cera Sanitaryware
(Allocation 5%)
Amongst Top-3 organized players in
sanitaryware market
The Company has more than 3,600 dealers and
12000+ retail touchpoints.
Right outsourcing mix

Leverage the strong brand via
“sub-segmentation”

Use of high tech in manufacturing-an innovator
in the use of technology and automation in
design and process

Recent capacity addition of 5,000 MTPA will
enhance revenues and proﬁtability

Recovery in Real Estate- best-positioned to ride
on real estate recovery
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SmallCap - Stocks Investment Rationale
Bluedart (Allocation 4%)
Leading market share in domestic air express
49% (up from 45% in 2015)
Security infrastructure and upgrades in
automation and technology
E-commerce is emerging as a major growth
driver
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Mastek (Allocation 4%)
Digitization and use of technology will be of
prime importance - high demand for services
like i) digital transformation, ii) cyber security,
iii) cloud.
Mastek is emerging as Leader in Enterprise Digital Transformation

Integrated Air and Ground Pan-India Network

Acquisition of Evosys- capabilities of Cloud implementation and consultancy

Growth in volume becomes important for any
courier company as majority of the costs are
ﬁxed in nature

Combined capability of Mastek & Evosys creates a
new organization which can provide end-to-end
services-lots of synergies for co-sell & cross-sell
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SmallCap - Stocks Investment Rationale
Rajratan Global (Allocation 4%)
Market share of ~50% in the domestic market,
Only manufacturer of bead wire in Thailand, has ~25% market share Established player in
pesticides industry
Thailand, a Catalyst for Growth
Continuous Capacity Expansion in the past: The company has expanded its aggregate
installed capacity from mere 4,800 TPA in FY96 to 1,06,800 TPA as of FY20
Further expansion : recently approved to increase the installed capacity of its Thailand
facility from 34,800 TPA to 60,000 TPA with a capital expenditure of Rs. 60 – Rs. 70 crores
over the next two years.
Well-established and Long-term Client Relations – the co. is the supplier of choice for its
clients. 85% of its clients are associated with it for more than ﬁve years.
High Entry Barriers in the TBW Industry long time for approvals from tyre manufacturers
as this is a critical component of tyre
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SmallCap - Stocks Investment Rationale
Sudarshan Chemicals Ltd (Allocation 4%)
India’s largest and world’s third-largest pigment manufacturer, with market share of ~35% in
domestic market
The top two players (BASF and Clariant AG) have decided to exit the pigment segment which will
create growth opportunity
Global distribution network, with > 50 sales members, >60 channel partners and sales in > 85
countries
Ongoing capex nearing completion & targeted at increasing the production capacity, especially
for value-added pigments, and the introduction of new products
The beneﬁts of this capex will accrue gradually over three-four years with potential to generate
revenue of Rs. 1,000 – 1,200 crores at full capacity.
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SmallCap - Stocks Investment Rationale
Thyrocare (Allocation 4%)
Affordable testing with emphasis on wellness
and preventive healthcare
Network expansion will boost volume growth
Widening revenue channels to provide
signiﬁcant growth opportunities

Apcotex (Allocation 3%)
Leading producer of synthetic latex (XSB latex,
VP latex, styrene acrylics and nitrile latex) and
synthetic rubber (nitrile rubber, high styrene
rubber, nitrile polyblends and nitrile powder)
Capacity expansion to bolster volume growth.
Planned Capex of Rs 100-150 cr on increasing
capacity of XNB latex for gloves by FY22 &
spend of additional Rs 300-400 cr over next
2-3 years for doubling NBR capacity
Wide application in end-user industries along
with reputed clientele in domestic market
Rising demand & better product mix enabling
better margins
Anti-dumping duty on NBR will provide
impetus to growth
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SmallCap - Stocks Investment Rationale
Astec Lifesciences
(Allocation 3%)
Strong parentage backing with established
track record in manufacturing fungicides
Backward integration and cater to new
products
Leveraging new capacities to capitalize new
markets
Strong demand for its product portfolio
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Bharat Rasayan
(Allocation 3%)
Established player in pesticides industry
Varied product mix provides sustainability in
the business- insecticides, herbicides,
fungicides, plant growth regulators, their
formulations and intermediates
Integrated operations amongst group
companies to provide cost advantage
Continuous expansion of business to provide
growth- made investments towards new
capacities for critical inputs as part of backward
integration.
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SmallCap - Stocks Investment Rationale
Hawkins (Allocation 3%)
Shift from unorganised to organised sector owing to narrowing price gap, strong brand positioning
and superior quality of products.
Historically, Hawkins Cookers has outperformed TTK Prestige: Over the last 6-7 years,
Hawkin cookers has continuously outperformed market leader TTK Prestige in terms of sales
growth mainly due to strong brand, higher ad spends, new product launches and wide
distribution network
Ujjwala Yojana Scheme: one of the factors that has helped in the growth of pressure cookers
segment in the rural region as more rural consumers got access to LPG cylinder. Growing
awareness and aspirations in the rural regions will contribute more growth
Established Brand image and Distribution network: Hawkins is second largest branded player
in the pressure cooker segment with strong brand equity in the domestic market. Hawkins has
a PAN India distribution network with dealers across the country.
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SmallCap - Stocks Investment Rationale
Shree Pushkar Chemicals (Allocation 3%)
Doubling capacity in the chemical segment (14,000 mtpa to 30,000 mtpa) which come online
from Q2FY22 onwards and expanding fertilizer capacity by 3x (1,49,200 mtpa to 4,44,400
mtpa) which will come online in next few months.
Company made 2 acquisitions of Single Super Phosphate (SSP) producers in last 2 years. Both
these have started contributing to the topline from the current year
On back of strong cash ﬂows, the co. was able to do Capex of Rs ~130 cr through internal
accruals
The company is net debt free with net cash of Rs 15 cr and Debt of Rs 54 cr as of FY21.
The co is setting up two solar projects under the open access scheme which will signiﬁcantly
reduce power costs
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A Few Super Performers in the past
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Monthwise Portfolio Returns (%)
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Monthwise Portfolio Returns (%)
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Disclaimers and Disclosures
Opulent Investment Adviser Private Limited (hereinafter referred to as 'Opulent') is a SEBI
registered Research Analyst (Registration No. INH000007669) and Investment Adviser
(Registration No INA000011644) registered under the SEBI (Research Analysts) Regulations, 2014 and SEBI (Investment Advisers) Regulations, 2013 respectively. Opulent prepares and shares research data and reports with clients and investors in compliance with
SEBI (Research Analysts) Regulations, 2014. Opulent also offers investment advisory services in compliance with SEBI (Investment Advisers) Regulations, 2013. Opulent also ensures compliance with other applicable directives, instructions or guidelines issued by the
SEBI from time to time.
The analyst for this report certiﬁes that all of the views expressed in this report accurately
reﬂect his or her personal views about the subject company or companies and its or their
securities, and no part of his or her compensation was, is or will be, directly or indirectly related to speciﬁc recommendation(s) or view(s) expressed in this report.
Opulent has no material adverse disciplinary history as on the date of publication of this
report.
Other disclosures by Opulent Investment Adviser Private Limited and its Research Analyst with reference to the subject company(s) covered in this report-:
Research Analysts or his/her relative’s or Opulent or its associates does not have any ﬁnancial interest in the subject company. Also Research Analysts or his/her relative’s or Opulent
or its associates may have beneﬁcial ownership of 1% or more in the subject company at
the end of the month immediately preceding the date of publication of the research report.
Research Analysts or his/her relative’s or Opulent or its associates do not have any material conﬂict of interest in the subject company. Research Analysts have not served as ofﬁcer,
director, or employee in the subject company. Opulent or its Research Analysts has not
been engaged in market making activity for the subject company.
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Opulent or its associates in the last twelve month has not:
received any compensation from the subject company;
managed or co-managed public offering of the securities for the subject company; and
received compensation for investment banking or merchant banking or stock broking services or for any product or other services from the subject company
Opulent or its associates have not received compensation or other beneﬁts from the subject company or any other third-party in connection with this report.
Our salespeople and other professionals may provide oral or written market commentary or trading strategies to our clients that reﬂect opinions that are contrary to the
opinions expressed herein.
Opulent holding in the subject company: Nil

Terms and Conditions
This report is not for public distribution and has been furnished to you solely for your information and must not be reproduced or redistributed to any other person. The
report and information contained herein are strictly conﬁdential and may not be altered in any way, transmitted to, copied or distributed, in part or in whole, to any other
person or to the media or reproduced in any form, without prior written consent of Opulent.
The report is based on the facts, ﬁgures and information that are considered true, correct, reliable and accurate. The information is obtained from publicly available media
or other sources believed to be reliable. Such information has not been independently veriﬁed and no guaranty, representation of warranty, express or implied, is made as to
its accuracy, completeness or correctness. All such information and opinions are subject to change without notice. The report is prepared solely for informational purpose
and does not constitute an offer document or solicitation of offer to buy or sell or subscribe for securities or other ﬁnancial instruments for the clients. Though disseminated to all the customers simultaneously, not all customers may receive this report at the same time. Opulent will not treat recipients as customers by virtue of their receiving
this report.
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Disclaimers
Nothing in this report constitutes investment, legal, accounting and tax advice or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or appropriate to the recipient’s speciﬁc circumstances. The securities and strategies discussed and opinions expressed, if any, in this report may not be suitable for all investors, who must make their
own investment decisions, based on their own investment objectives, ﬁnancial positions and needs of speciﬁc recipient.
This report may not be taken in substitution for the exercise of independent judgment by any recipient. Each recipient of this report should make such investigations as it
deems necessary to arrive at an independent evaluation of an investment in the securities of companies referred to in this report (including the merits and risks involved),
and should consult its own advisors to determine the merits and risks of such an investment. Certain transactions, including those involving futures, options and other derivatives as well as non-investment grade securities involve substantial risk and are not suitable for all investors.
Opulent, its directors, analysts or employees do not take any responsibility, ﬁnancial or otherwise, of the losses or the damages sustained due to the investments made or
any action taken on basis of this report, including but not restricted to, ﬂuctuation in the prices of shares and bonds, changes in the currency rates, diminution in the NAVs,
reduction in the dividend or income, etc. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Investors are advised to see Risk Disclosure Document to understand the risks associated before investing in the securities markets. Actual results may differ materially from those set forth in projections. Forward-looking statements
are not predictions and may be subject to change without notice.
Opulent and its afﬁliated companies, their directors and employees may; (a) from time to time, have long or short position(s) in, and buy or sell the securities of the company(ies) mentioned herein or (b) be engaged in any other transaction involving such securities or earn brokerage or other compensation or act as a market maker in the ﬁnancial instruments of the company(ies) discussed herein or act as an advisor or investment banker, lender/borrower to such company(ies) or may have any other potential conﬂict of interests with respect to any recommendation and other related information and opinions. Each of these entities functions as a separate, distinct and independent of
each other. The recipient should take this into account before interpreting this document.
This report is not directed or intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction, where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law, regulation or which would subject Opulent to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction. The securities described herein may or may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain category of investors.
General Risk Factors
An indicative list of the risks associated with investing through the services is set out below:
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1.

Equity and Equity related Risks: Equity instruments carry both companies speciﬁc and market risks and hence no assurance of returns can be made for these investments.

2.

Price/Volatility Risk: Equity Markets can show large ﬂuctuations in price, even in short periods of time. Investors should be aware of this and only invest in equity or equity-related products if their investment horizon is long enough to support these important price movements.

3.

Clients are not being offered any guaranteed/assured returns.

4.

The value of the asset may increase or decrease depending upon various market forces affecting the capital markets such as de-listing of Securities, market closure,
etc. Consequently, we make no assurance of any guaranteed returns.

5.

Our past performance does not guarantee the future performance of the same.

6.

Investment decisions made by the Investment Adviser may not always be proﬁtable

7.

Not following the recommendation or allocation may impact the proﬁtability of the Portfolio.

8.

System / Network Congestion: Recommendation communicated via electronic modes i.e. Email exists a possibility of delivery failure, which may be beyond our control.
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For more information,
please contact
https://www.stockaxis.com

Opulent Investment Adviser Private Limited.
113/114, Bajaj Bhavan, Nariman Point, Mumbai – 400 021
Telephone: +91 22 6639 3000 | Email: research@stockaxis.com
© Copyright 2018 StockAxis.com, All Rights Reserved.
GSTIN : 27AACCO0257G1ZN.
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